
ELITE FOUNDATION 

We are thrilled that you are interested in participating and joining us in the fight to eradicate human exploitation one soul at a time. 

We are often asked this questions by socially-conscious heart-led individuals just like you,  

“How can we get involved?” 

Imagine a world, where every person’s uniqueness is valued and everyone can thrive in their community. What a world we would be 

living in right? 

Well, here at Elite we have created a unique system that facilitates opportunity for anyone and everyone to get involved in the fight 

against human trafficking/exploitation by selecting one or more of our four levels of participation. Each has a different degree of 

commitment and resource allocation; but all provide a relationship with the Foundation and a part in the impact caused in our 

communities both domestically and internationally.  

You see, we offer a way for individuals and organizations to gain altruistically through various business structures that provide 

benefits to them, while simultaneously creating opportunities, for others. Let us explain through each level of available membership 

with the Foundation: 

Level 1 – Elite Foundation Honorary Member 

At this level of participation in the Foundation, an individual donates their time, intellectual property, and efforts towards creating 

digital assets for the Foundation’s educational subsidiary – Elite Performance Academy, for direct sale to the community. These 

philanthropic individuals (educators, mentors, coaches, authors, and other professionals) donate their intellectual property in lieu of 

monetary donation.  Honorary Members make it possible to create substantive evergreen digital assets (content that is perpetually 

relevant and interesting that does not become dated) contributing to the growth of the Foundation and its offerings to the students 

of Elite Performance Academy. All the net revenues from these gifts are then distributed through Elite Foundation Grants to Future 

Scholars, Foundation Charity Partners, and Grass Root Service Providers.  

Honorary Member Donations that exceed $500,000.00 are awarded the prestigious recognition of Elite Foundation Benefactor and 

their name is commemorated. These individuals are honored during our annual Foundation Awards Ceremony and a Grant is 

established in their name for their heart-led cause. 

Level 2 – Elite Foundation Affiliate Member 

At this level of participation with the Foundation, an individual or organization engages in cross-marketing and promotion for the 

purposes of offering Elite Performance Academy digital courses to their customer base. An affiliate agreement is entered between 

the parties that clearly outlines the scope, limits and deliverables of the joint marketing initiative. All net revenue from direct 

completed sales through affiliate agreements are then allocated to Elite Foundation Grants.  

Level 3 – Elite Foundation Joint Venture Member 

At this level of participation with the Foundation, Elite Performance Academy and the Joint Venture Member enter an agreement in 

which the Joint Venture member provides the intellectual property and course deliverables and Elite Performance Academy hosts 

the course, completes the pre-launch-post-launch sequence and provides all marketing and sales support. The net revenue from 

direct completed sales through Joint Venture agreements are then allocated to Elite Foundation Grants.  

Level 4 – Elite Academy Student Member 

At this level of participation with the Foundation and Elite Performance Academy, the Student Member is a consumer, who pays 

tuition for enrollment in online course offerings. The Student Member is enhancing their own knowledge and skills sets and their 

tuition dollars are simultaneously creating resources for others to also benefit from access to training and education to minimize 

their vulnerability to exploitation. A significant portion of their tuition is donated to Elite Foundation Grants. 


